While the destructive actions of a cryoablative freeze cycle are long recognized, more recent evidence has revealed a complex set of molecular responses that provides a path for optimization. The importance of optimization relates to the observation that the cryosurgical treatment of tumors yields success only equivalent to alternative therapies. This is also true of all existing therapies of cancer that, while applied with curative intent; provide only disease suppression for periods ranging from months to years. Recent research has led to an important new understanding of the nature of cancer, which has implications for primary therapies, including cryosurgical treatment. We now recognize that a cancer is a highly organized tissue dependent on other supporting cells for its establishment, growth and invasion. Further, cancer stem cells are now recognized as an origin of disease and prove resistant to many treatment modalities. Growth is dependent on endothelial cells essential to blood vessel formation, fibroblasts production of growth factors, and protective functions of cells of the immune system. This review discusses the biology of cancer, which has profound implications for the diverse therapies of the disease, including cryosurgery. We also describe the cryosurgical treatment of diverse cancers, citing results, types of adjunctive therapy intended to improve clinical outcomes, and comment briefly on other energy-based ablative therapies. With an expanded view of tumor complexity, we identify those elements key to effective cryoablation and strategies designed to optimize cancer cell mortality with a consideration of the now recognized hallmarks of cancer.
INTRODUCTION
Cryoablative therapies rely on controlled, local freezing caused by the removal of thermal energy (heat) from the tissues; hence, an energy-deprivation strategy. These procedures are grounded on well established cryobiological principles linked to the investigative work on the cryopreservation of cells and pathogenesis of frostbite. Cooper [25, 26] first described a necrotic outcome, provided a tissue temperature of −20°C or colder, held for 1 minute or longer, was attained. This description in terms of nadir temperature and freeze duration provided the basis for cryoablative dosimetry and was a key to early clinical successes. Numerous other experimental and clinical reports have attempted to define the cryoablative dose in terms of temperature-time to assure complete tissue destruction. However, a precise definition of the "cryoablative dose" is difficult due to the diversity of opinions and practices as they related to procedural implementation, the existence of thermal gradients in frozen tissue (often related to cryoprobe performance characteristics), variations in regional blood flow, anatomical distinctions, the use of accessory warming device, cancers distinct phenotypic responses to a freeze-thaw stress, and the molecular signaling (survival and cascades death) of cells.
From a conceptual perspective, the idea of dosing originally relied on the presumption that only physical parameters related to the freeze-thaw cycle and tumor's capillary support structure were determinate of cancer cell survival. In 1999 the first reports appeared implicating post-thaw cell stress responses as equally important to managing tumor ablation through gene regulated cell death pathways [55] . An evaluation of a variety of studies allows one to conclude that inhibition of survival stress signaling pathways with adjunctive agents can enhance the ablative effect of freezing. Further, studies have also shown that optimization of the physical factors associated with cryoprocedures can similarly affect treatment-dependent cell death [11] . Since a cancer cell population response to temperature excursions is typically "normal" or Gaussian [115] , there is a population of cancer cells that may avoid freeze rupture and evoke cell survival mechanisms (pathways) to avoid apoptosis and secondary necrosis. This cancer cell survival response requires disruption for assured treatment efficacy. In practice, there is one caveat to the concept of predictable dose. Accurate tumor temperature measurement can be difficult due to thermocouple placement variation and even error in the thermocouple positioning especially when placed adjacent to blood vessels (heat sources). Hence, the temperature thresholds provided in this review are those "commonly accepted" within the field.
Numerous ablative therapies are currently in use for the treatment of cancers. While applied with curative intent, these therapies provide only modest success in disease suppression, not cure, as cancer cell mutation often enables resistance to therapy. This outcome is despite a half century of research revealing only modest improvements in durable response to diverse treatment strategies [28] . This disappointing absence of cure is related to the fact that "cancer" represents a group of more than 150 diseases linked to cellular genetic controls exhibiting defensive strategies with clear mutagenic responses.
A tumor is no longer considered a homogeneous mass of cells, growing without replicative control, causing the disruption of the architecture of primary and numerous secondary (metastatic) sites. Tumors are highly organized structures dependent on supporting cells for their establishment, growth and invasion. A hierarchy of intercellular commands provides for an "orderly" progression of the disease with accompanying defensive strategies that compromise both natural immunity and additive therapeutic interventions (i.e. radiation, chemotherapy, etc.) [27] . Cancer stem cells, now recognized as a potential origin of a tumor, lend unanticipated resiliency to the disease.
Three sentinel changes in our understanding of cancer are in process. First, cancer stem cells (CSC) [17] are now accepted as key elements of tumorigenesis as well as a "cell-of-origin" (a mutated tissue stem cell) and can be highly resistant to radiation [45] and chemotherapy [121] . Second, tumor formation involves the recruitment of numerous non-cancer support cells that establish a microenvironment essential to tumor survival, growth and ultimate metastasis. These tumor-associated cells include endothelial cells essential to blood vessel formation, fibroblasts to serve various support functions, cells of the immune system which assume a protective role for the cancer cells by masking cancer immunogenicity from circulating immune cells (i.e. macrophages, etc.), nutritive serosal cells and mesenchymal cells [50] . Hence, the tumor microenvironment creates a protective neo-tissue environment that can serve to isolate the tumor from the various defense strategies of the body. Linked to each of the above is the growing body of evidence demonstrating that with successive therapeutic attempts, the cancer cells acquire progressively enhanced resistance to individual therapeutic modalities (i.e. chemotherapy, radiation, hormonal deprivation, etc.). For example, exposure to successive bouts of cytotoxic drugs results in the survival of approximately 20-30% of the population of the cancer cells as only those cells in dividing stages succumb to the toxic exposure. With follow up treatments each additional dose result in tumor-associated fibroblasts secreting a surface protective protein (Wnt 16B) which enhances cancer cell chemotherapeutic resistance [121] . In addition, other defensive strategies are brought into play such as the upregulation of membrane protein pumps that function to eliminate the chemotherapeutic agent. Radiation has also been shown to induce the same Wnt 16B response as well as yield the amplification of DNA repair/protective strategies and inhibition of apoptosis [45] .
Cryoablation is unique as a treatment modality in that it is typically a monotherapy applied without follow up or successive treatments thereby denying cancer cells the opportunity to develop defensive mutations. Additionally, the freeze-thaw process results in a disruption of many of the principal characteristics, hallmarks, of cancer [51] (Table 1 ). These hallmarks are indicative of evolved capabilities of cancer to assure successful tumor growth in the face of diverse, well-established anti-tumor protective adaptations. Being an energy-deprivation therapy, cryoablation has allowed the opportunity to extend our understanding to include activation of freeze-induced molecular stress cascades and their manipulation. These strategies are providing a new therapeutic path, which holds promise for improved patient outcomes. This review will evaluate and project principals to alter and improve today's techniques for cryosurgery, recognize the inherent variability implicit in a cryoablative application and how that variability might prove beneficial, and provide insight into adjunctive strategies designed to increase the efficacy of cryosurgery.
CRYOABLATIVE INJURY MECHANISMS Dosimetry
For nearly forty years since the 1960's work of Cooper, significant and logical attempts have been expended in an effort to describe a cryosurgical "ablative dose." The localized, sharply demarcated zone of the "ice ball" is a priori considered "lethal" especially when a second freeze-thaw cycle is included in the procedure ( Figure 1 ). (NOTE: The temperatures indicated represent actual patient measurements.)
If this concept was accurate, the "ablative dose" would simply equal the volume of frozen tissue located concentric to a given isotherm. Cooper (1964) [25] defined the "lethal dose" as −20°C for 1 minute. Later Neel (1971) [88] re-defined the lethal dose as −60°C where as Staren (1997) [119] identified −70°C as the target temperature (refer to Clinical Application section). These reports, however, did not adequately address the issue of time-at-temperature. More recently, −40°C has emerged as the target temperature based on a variety of in vitro and animal studies as well as the physics of pure water which supports the suggestion that small volumes ("cell sized") of liquid water do not have the ability to undercool (remain a liquid) much below −40°C. Accordingly, this suggests that all freezable liquid water in a cell would be expected to crystallize near −40°C resulting in the formation of lethal intracellular ice. Taken together, our knowledge of the physics of water, our nascent understanding of the biology of cells at low temperatures and the conclusions drawn from pre-clinical experimentation, it is often taught that −40°C for "a few minutes" represents a targeted "lethal dose" [38] . While the precision of targeted tissue freezing has limitations, secondary destructive effects occur following thawing. Upon thawing, a necrotic cascade is launched culminating in a pathologically defined state, "coagulative necrosis" [41] . This state exists primarily due to the damaged endothelial cell lining of the microvasculature supplying the targeted tissue and the resulting edema and inflammation. Accordingly, the freeze/thaw process has additive, deleterious consequences due to the "solution effects" attendant to the freezing process (i.e. freeze concentration of solutes) and the critical role played by post-thaw vascular stasis.
Dosimetry implies a discrete time-energy relationship. The challenge of precise "dosing" within a cryoablative procedure is found in (a) the discontinuity in temperature (the thermal gradient measured across the "ice ball"), (b) the time of exposure within a given isothermal boundary, (c) the frequency of exposure (variations in the freeze-thaw cycle), and (d) the differential rates of cooling and thawing across the geometry of the "ice ball." As a cryoprobe (the heat sink) or cluster of probes is activated, heat is extracted from the targeted tissue at a rapid rate adjacent to the probe and at reduced rates distant from the probe surface. Accordingly, any given cell within the targeted zone will experience distinct cooling and thawing rates, varying exposure temperatures and shortening times of exposure to a given temperature with distance from the probe. Confounding the dosing challenge is the inherent biological variability found within the tissue target. Cellular responses to a low temperature insult can vary with cell type (neoplastic vs. normal) and with reproductive stage of a given cell type (cell cycle). Further, the vascular supply (proximity to large vessels) can vary within patients as can the vasoconstrictive response of the arterioles supplying blood to the tissue. As chilling progresses through a tissue mass, reflex vasodilatory responses may cause zones of elevated temperature possibly resulting in undertreated foci. This effect is most pronounced at the "ice ball" periphery and with widespread (spaced) probe placement. These response differentials are poorly understood and provide a challenge to the concept of uniform cryotherapeutic dosimetry.
Further, the full extent of the deleterious effects may not manifest for hours, days and even weeks post-thaw. Molecular-based cellular events (i.e., apoptosis) have recently been implicated as contributing to the cascade of cell death related events [11, 55] . These events may augment therapeutic effectiveness of a cryosurgical procedure especially at and near the freeze zone periphery.
Good cryosurgical technique designed to yield complete destruction of the cancerous tissues must take advantage of the full spectrum of cell death dependent inductive factors. Therefore, knowledge of the interplay between these factors and their additive effects is necessary to support progressive improvement in surgical outcomes. Ideally, an optimized cryosurgical procedure would be one in which the thermal variables are sufficiently controlled so as to provide uniformity across the targeted tissue. Unfortunately, a prescription cannot be written in terms of minutes at nadir temperature. In practice, the "dose" is the application of a freeze/ thaw cycle that results in the attainment of the therapeutic goal. That is, all of the target tissue must be adequately frozen. This is determined by observation (for skin lesions), thermometry, imaging, or electrophysiological measurement (in cardiac applications) and combinations of such information. If a malignant tumor is the target, for security and safety, dosing requires a second freeze. Hence, we are unable to provide an exact quantitative statement of "dose" as is often attempted in heat-based therapies where a thermal dose is commonly (and controversially) defined as the Cumulative Equivalent Minutes at 43°C [112] . Factors contributing to an effective cryoablative dose include a complex of physical (ice -intra-versus extracellular) and biological (i.e., chill sensitivity at sub-freezing temperatures, the hypothermic continuum [7] , and the molecular responses attendant to hypothermia) parameters [104] .
Mechanisms of Injury
The foundations of an effective dosing stratagem are grounded in a clear understanding of the mechanisms of cellular injury associated with a freeze-thaw excursion and therefore the targeted tissues response.
The Tissue Response to Freezing-The multiple factors contributing to the freezing insult (i.e. cooling rate, nadir temperature, duration and rate of thaw) determine the response of the targeted tissue, which may range between inflammation to cellular destruction. Whether the extent of freezing is contained in the periphery of the lesion or widespread, an inflammatory response occurs. With severe freezing, further and complete destruction of cells will result as a consequence of physical disruption caused by intracellular ice. Diverse cell types often demonstrate sensitivity differences to cold injury. The exploitation of these differences for therapeutic purposes, whether for ablation or preservation of cells and tissues, depends on these dichotomous responses [9, 13, 60, 76, 91, 118, 120, 128] . Prostate cancer cells have demonstrated distinct freeze susceptibilities correlated to the androgen receptor expression [62] .
Histopathology of the cryogenic lesion reveals a central coagulation necrosis surrounded by a relatively thin peripheral zone (freeze margin). The margin is a region in which cell destruction may initially be incomplete. Tissue beyond this margin represents an unfrozen hypothermic zone. Post-thaw histology reveals a hyperemic border surrounding the previously frozen volume along with a congested central zone. Within a few days, the central zone becomes edematous and necrotic. The freeze margin or border is critical to therapeutic outcome. Tissue temperatures in the margin range from 0° to −20°C during the freezing steps yielding temperatures at which cancer cell survival is possible. Within this marginal area, apoptosis and secondary necrosis provide important mechanisms of continued cell death. Following thawing, tissue repair is initiated by an immediate infiltration of inflammatory cells (lymphocytes and macrophages) in response to release of cyto-and chemokines from damaged cells. In the weeks and even months that follow, the necrotic tissue is slowly removed by phagocytotic activity of the inflammatory cells and replaced by a fibrous, collagenous scar. A distinct asset to tissue repair and healing of cryoablation is the preservation of the collagen matrix architecture. In contrast, heating does not produce a clear demarcation of the peripheral treatment boundary as the boundary expands over the week post-treatment. The interior of the heated target zone is characterized by charring, boiling and even popping. With cold denaturation, a complete loss of the tissue architecture is noted which impacts wound repair and tissue remodeling.
The Mechanisms of Cryogenic Injury-The mechanisms of cell death initiated by cryoablation represent a cascade, which includes direct injury to the cells caused by ice crystal formation, failure of the microcirculation following thawing, and the induction of apoptosis and necrosis. Extracellular ice crystal formation removes water from the cells, which in turn produces deleterious metabolic disturbances related to the freeze concentration of solutes, a process referred to as the "solution effects". Ice crystals cause mechanical damage due to shearing forces affecting cell membrane integrity especially in highly organized tissues [38] . Intracellular ice crystal formation occurs secondarily in the freeze zone and is lethal. The loss of blood supply due to vascular stasis in the volume of previously frozen tissue occurs soon after thawing increasing the probability that the cells will not survive. While the relative contribution of these two mechanisms of injury can be debated, they are clearly synergistic to cryoinjury [8, 10, 38, 39, 54, 55] .
Both intrinsic (mitochondrial-related) and extrinsic (membrane-related) apoptosis have been shown to affect cell death in a cryogenic lesion [22, 23, 52, 59, 105, 139] . Disruption of the normal function of mitochondria through the influence of the Bcl-2 family of proteins is critical to the intrinsic apoptotic cell death pathways. Bax, a pro-apoptotic protein found in the cytoplasm, increases immediately after thawing. Analysis of Bcl-2, a pro-survival protein, and Bax reveal that immediately post-thaw, there is a mitochondrial-based signal promoting cell death. Bcl-2 overexpression is typical in many kinds of cancer, including prostate, and can protect the cancer cells from various therapeutic strategies [63, 85, 100] . Overexpression of Bcl-2 in vitro in a prostate cancer cell model has been reported to not affect the efficacy of cryoablation alone, but did provide protection to these cells when exposed in combination with chemotherapeutic agents [23] . An extension of the apoptotic cell death cascade occurs with activation of the extrinsic pathway at lower temperatures [105] . In this regard, it has been recently reported that exposure to ultracold freezing temperatures (below −30°C) results in the rapid initiation and progression of the extrinsic membrane-mediated apoptotic pathway [105] . This recent discovery has now added a molecular component to cancer cell death in the core of a cryogenic lesion where historically intracellular ice formation was believed to be the predominant mechanism of cell death.
Technique -The Freeze-Thaw Cycle-Ideal cryosurgical technique requires that the tissue is frozen rapidly, thawed slowly and completely, and then is exposed to a second freeze cycle. Proper technique accomplishes the goal of achieving a lethal temperature in the target tissues while assuring a safe margin around the tumor. Every phase of the freeze-thaw cycle, including the cooling rate, nadir tissue temperature, duration of freezing, and thawing rate, may be injurious. Rapid cooling increases the probability of lethal intracellular ice crystal formation and should be induced as fast as possible [38, 56] recognizing; however, that maximum cooling rates are a function of cryogen type and cryoprobe design. Repetition of the freeze-thaw cycle subjects the tissues to a repeat and amplification of the injurious events. This double freeze is often considered to be important to ensure proper destruction of malignant tumors.
One factor, nadir temperature, in cryosurgical technique is critical, as cell death is progressive as tissues experience deeper freezing. Cancer cell viability sharply decreases with declining temperature, and it is evident that the majority of cells die as temperatures approach −40°C. However, some cancer cells have been shown to survive at lower temperatures further necessitating a double freeze-thaw cycle to −40°C [38, 63] .
Thawing rate also affects cancer cell survival. Slow thawing affords a longer interval of exposure to subfreezing temperatures after nadir temperature induced damage. Rapid thawing rates are less damaging and are to be avoided. However, in clinical practice thawing of the periphery of the freeze zone is passive (slow) as it relies on body heat as the source of heat energy for the thaw. Cryosurgical devices with thaw mechanisms can only provide heat to the freeze zone adjacent to the cryoprobe, which serves to loosen cryoprobes for removal and repositioning. Rapid thawing adjacent to a cryoprobe may not impact cell survival in this region.
On the matter of freeze duration, physician instinct (anecdotal evidence) guides toward longer durations. Few basic research studies have been conducted to provide lab-based evidence pertinent to duration except that a significant increase in cell death is noted when freeze duration was increased from five minutes to ten minutes [63] . In this study, it was further noted that exposure intervals of less than 1 minute and a given temperature often yielded significantly reduced cell death compared to freeze durations of greater than one minute.
CLINICAL APPLICATIONS

Skin cancer
Small skin cancers are easily and commonly managed by cryosurgery, using a spray of liquid nitrogen from a handheld device, which also may be fitted with a metal probe for application to the cancer. Treatment may be combined with preliminary curettage. The cure rate is very high, about 99% [65, 97] . Topical Imiquimod has been used as an adjuvant to cryosurgery with good results [42] . Moh's micrographic surgery is a common preferred competitor with a similar high success rate. Good comparative controlled studies of these diverse treatments are scarce. Surgical excision is the standard of care, but diverse other methods of treatment have been used [117, 125] .
Lung cancer
Patients who have lung cancer which is not suitable for resection because of advanced disease or poor general condition have been treated by cryosurgery, which has been performed at thoracotomy or by percutaneous routes. The extensive experience of Niu and associates with 625 patients is noteworthy [90] . The adverse effects after treatment included hemoptysis, pneumothorax, and pleural effusion, which were generally not a significant problem. The 3year survival rate was 32%. Cryosurgery has also been used to treat the lung cancer and its metastases to sites such as the liver, adrenal and bone with a 1-year survival of about 53% [6] .
Breast cancer
Interest is evident in the treatment of small early-stage breast cancers by image-guided percutaneous ablative techniques [141] . In clinical trials with these techniques, cryosurgery has been rated as safe and effective [70, 98] . Clearly randomized trials are needed to support the wider acceptance of ablative approaches offering local control with minimal side effects.
Esophagus
In the treatment of esophageal cancer, surgical excision is commonly required. However cryosurgical techniques using a spray of cryogen, commonly liquid nitrogen via endoscopy, have found use for dysplastic mucosal disease and early-stage cancer [49] . Benefits are achieved in about 70% of patients. In addition to cryosurgery, alternate options in endoscopic ablative techniques include mucosal resection, photodynamic therapy and radiofrequency [21] .
Hepatic cancers
Hepatic cancers have been treated by cryosurgery for many years [37] . Recently they have been treated by ultrasound-guided percutaneous techniques, which have been considered safe and effective [20, 68] . In comparison with other techniques of ablation, the complication rate with cryosurgery was considered high [78] . The selection of patients may have been a factor in this result. Cryosurgery has found use in the 15-20% of patients with liver metastases from colon cancer. The survival rates are comparable to radiofrequency resection, which also is commonly used [89, 96] .
Kidney tumors
Kidney tumors commonly require surgical excision, the standard of care, but small tumors in selected patients have been treated by image-guided cryoablation, often by percutaneous techniques. Though surgical excision is the standard of care for the small tumors (<4 cm), image-guided, cryosurgical ablation via percutaneous or laparoscopic techniques have yielded promising results and are judged to be safe effective treatments [33, 123] . Location of the tumor on the posterior surface is favorable to the use of percutaneous cryoablation [72] . Recent reports compare cryoablation with radiofrequency ablation revealing that the oncological treatment results and the complication rate are similar in the two techniques, however further comparative studies are needed [4, 34, 35] .
Prostate cancer
Radical prostatectomy has long been the standard of care, but this treatment has significant morbidity. Cryosurgical treatment has had extensive trial and has been recognized as an acceptable alternative to radical excision [5, 24] . However, cryosurgery too has morbidity related to freezing extraprostatic tissues during ablation of the prostate. This has led to recent high interest in focal treatment by cryosurgery, a technique of unilateral nerve-sparing ablation introduced by Onik (2004) [93] . Currently a variety of ablative techniques are used in focal treatment, including MRI-guided laser ablation and MRI-guided focused ultrasound which are judged as promising options in therapy [16] , but a wide range of choice in treatment is evident in literature [1, 18] . Only a small percentage of prostate cancers, however, are sufficiently localized to be considered for focal therapy. As such, this method is viewed as a treatment choice between radical treatment methods, such as prostatectomy and radiotherapy, or watchful waiting. A central challenge to focal treatment effectiveness relates to the ability to anatomically localize portions of the gland containing cancer versus those that are cancerfree. Clinical trials dedicated to evaluating focal therapy remain needed but will be complex and difficult.
Bone tumors
If benign or with low metastatic potential, bone tumors can be treated by tissue-conserving techniques, commonly by intralesional excision by curettage followed by cryosurgery [36] . After curettage, cryosurgery devitalizes an additional margin of tissue around the lesion, which helps insure the intent to cure. The treated bone is weakened by resorption and prone to fracture, so support during healing is needed and provided by cementation, bone grafts, or internal fixation. Cumulative data shows more than 90% recurrence-free outcomes with a 5-year average follow up. In comparison with other treatment options, curettage with adjunctive cryosurgery and related supportive measures yields the most effective treatment. Aggressive cancers usually require excision and adjunctive chemotherapy or irradiation. Cryosurgical techniques can provide palliative benefits in cancers metastatic to bone.
Other Sites
Cryosurgical techniques have had limited use or clinical trials for cancers in diverse other sites which have not resulted in wide or general use. In the oral cavity, cryosurgery is used for a variety of benign diseases, but excision or irradiation is the preferred treatment. In other sites, including cancers of the eye, brain, larynx, bronchus, uterus, urinary bladder and pancreas, cryosurgery has had limited clinical use [40] . Excision, irradiation or other ablative techniques are preferred treatments in most of these sites.
ADJUNCTIVE THERAPY
The need to enhance the efficacy of cryosurgery in the treatment of cancer has led to the use of adjunctive therapeutic agents that have been diverse in nature [47] . In general, the goal of adjunctive therapy is to enhance the destructive activity of freezing at the border of the frozen zone where the sub-temperature is elevated between −40°C and −0.5°C. The intended effect is to cause an enhanced cell death response to cold stress via activation of apoptosis. Many challenges remain in the selection, dose, and use of the appropriate agents. Adjunctive chemotherapy with selected anti-neoplastic drugs, such as 5-Flouracil or Imiquimod, enhances cell injury via cytotoxicity when used for skin cancers. Transarterial chemoembolization, as an adjunct to cryoablation, has proven useful in the management of large metastatic liver cancers [83] . In general, however, chemotherapy as an adjunct to cryosurgery has limited usefulness because of the resistance of cancer cells. Experimental work in vivo using intratumor injection chemotherapy has shown enhanced benefit [67] . Further, extensive studies using in vitro prostate cancer models support the notion that when using chemotherapy as an adjunct to cryoablation enhanced cancer cell death at elevated subfreezing temperatures can be attained even when exposure is to subclinical (low dose) chemotherapeutic agents such as 5-FU, Taxotare, and Cisplatin [22, 23, 63] .
Immunomodulating agents are used to stimulate an immunologic response. In an excellent review, Sabel has concluded that cryoablation alone has not produced a consistent immunologic response, whether in the direction of stimulation or suppression and that the clinical reports of the adjunctive use on immunostimulants lack certainty of benefit [107] . Experimental work in vivo on the induction of tumor immunity as an adjunct to cryoablation continues because the prospects of benefit [76] . While the current body of direct evidence based studies do not support a cryoimmune response, anecdotal clinical experience and observations supports the involvement, impact, and potential of immunomodulation.
Irradiation, in its diverse techniques, has been used often as an adjunct to cryosurgery. Irradiation from an external source is common, but many other techniques of irradiation are alternate approaches to therapy. Brachytherapy is a common choice; however, the use of irradiation via these implanted radioactive seeds as an adjunct to cryosurgery is less common. Although uncommon, this technique has been successfully used in the treatment of locally advanced cancer of the pancreas [137] .
Other agents have been used as an adjunct therapy in experimental trials in vivo. Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a), used in a prostate cancer model in nude mice enhanced tumor cell injury by promotion of inflammation and neutrophil infiltration and by endothelial cell apoptosis [58] . Antifreeze proteins have been shown to affect the rate and morphology of ice crystal formation and increase cell destruction in a prostate cancer grown in mice and rats [84, 99] . Vitamin D 3 has been shown in cell culture and animal studies to be a highly effective cryosensitizing agent [12] . While diverse in nature and specific mechanisms (pathways) of action, a common theme of enhanced therapeutic outcome has emerged through the use of adjunctive pretreatment of cancer prior to cryoablation. Through various in vitro, in vivo, and clinical reports, improved cancer destruction at mild sub-freezing temperatures following brief low dose exposure to general or specific apoptotic inducing agents has been shown. In some cases, such as the use of vitamin D 3 as a sensitizing agent, complete prostate cancer cell death has been demonstrated following freezing to temperatures as warm as −10°C in both in vitro and in vivo models [12, 61, 111] .
COMPETITIVE ABLATIVE THERAPIES
Cure is possible by extirpation or ablation when the tumor is localized. Yet for disseminated disease, we presently lack curative strategies. Precise staging tools are essential to determine if the tumor is localized or not. In this section, we examine the strengths and weaknesses of each type of ablative therapy in comparison with each other and with surgical excision. The diverse techniques have been broadly divided into thermal and non-thermal methods. The mechanisms of cryoablative damage are more completely described when compared to heatbased procedures [11, 12, 61, 111] .
Thermal Ablation
Radiofrequency ablation-Radiofrequency ablation energy destroys tissue by heating to temperatures above 50°C [48, 79] . Treatment by RF energy requires thin needle electrodes placed in the tissue in or around the tumor, usually by image guidance. Electric current in the radiofrequency range (4 to 500 Hz) causes resistive heating and destroys the tissue. Current exits the body via grounding electrode pads on the skin. RF ablation has been used for tumors of the liver, lung, kidney, breast, and bone [53, 114] . The method is most practical for tumors 3 cm or smaller. For hepatocellular tumors a successful ablation may be expected in 70 -90% [44, 71, 138] . Results of RF ablation are similar to those of percutaneous alcohol injection [3, 46] . Success rate decreases with increasing tumor size and the presence of cirrhosis [110] . The role of RF ablation in breast cancer remains to be determined. In kidney tumors, RFA has yielded long term outcomes comparable to excision [92] . In painful bone metastases, RF and cryosurgery offer similar benefits, but few controlled studies have been conduced [87] . The heat being transferred into the tissue may dissipate into adjacent tissues and produce undesirable local effects. Infections of the necrotic tissue can also be a problem.
Reports on recurrence rates after RF in hepatocellular carcinoma vary but approach 50% [127] . However, Rhim et al. (2008) report a 3000 patient experience with complete ablation in 96.7% and a five-year survival rate of 58% [104] . Post-procedure pain is extremely low during the first 24 hours <4 on a 10-point numerical rating scale and similar to those of irreversible electroporation (IRE) [86] .
Microwave ablation-Microwave ablation creates heat by excitation of water molecules, increasing kinetic energy and elevating the tissue temperature. Most microwave ablation devices operate at 2.45 GHz, delivering 60W, and can produce tissue temperatures as high as 150°C. Microwave devices deliver energy via antennas, which are of various designs and offer several types of tissue-heating patterns. Newer devices operate at 915Hz, use water cooled antennas and can deliver 80W [122] .
Microwave ablation has been used for tumors of the liver, lung, breast, and bone [114] . When used for cancer of the liver, the results are similar to those achieved by RF [116] . When used in lung cancers, microwave ablation achieved about a 50 to 60% five-year survival [132, 136] . Higher microwave power can cause injury to other tissues especially the skin. Other reported injuries include liver abscess, perforation of the colon, tumor seeding, pleural effusion, hemorrhage, fever, and pain [69] .
High-intensity focused ultrasound (HIFU)-HIFU uses ultrasound waves focused transcutaneously or transrectally, heating the tissue and producing necrosis. Treatment is guided by ultrasound or MRI. When used for breast tumors, a transducer is placed on the skin over the tumor. The high-frequency pressure waves lies in the range of 0.5 to 4.0 MHz. A temperature of 56°C or more must be produced and held for at least a second [114] .
The results using HIFU are dependent upon patient selection, ablation margin, treatment time and related factors [113] . When used for liver tumors, accurate imaging is crucial [81] . When used for prostate cancer the technique usually requires a foregoing transurethral resection of the prostate. Results are highly dependent on patient selection, the definitions used for biochemical recurrence and the number of biopsies taken at follow-up visits [135] . Blana et al. (2008) provided outcome data for patients with localized prostate with mean follow-up of 4.8 years [14] . Disease-free survival rate was 66%; urinary incontinence rate 8% and 44.7% of the 76 potent patients became impotent post-treatment. In another study, the overall biochemical recurrence was 59.5% in an average of 13.8 months. Recently, a 51% biochemical failure and 77% positive biopsies were reported thirteen months following HIFU [129] . Concerns over HIFU has been that the length of the dose does not match the prostate's geometry; treatment effect "between the columns" of heat and that real-time observation is not possible. Villers reported that 48 patients with a pre-treatment PSA of 6.0 had PSA of 2.6 and 3.6 at six and twelve-months, respectively [131] . Treated lobes were biopsy negative in 92% vs. 84% in contralateral lobes.
Laser therapy-Interstitial laser therapy functions by a refraction of laser light on the tumor. This action absorbs the protons and produces heat, which causes coagulation necrosis [106] . The technique requires image-guided percutaneous insertion of fibers into the center of the tumor. Tissue temperature is measured at the periphery of the tumor. Laser energy is delivered until the temperature reaches 60°C. Two types of laser therapies are available: laser-induced interstitial thermotherapy (LITT) and photodynamic therapy (PDT). LITT is also referred to as interstitial laser photocoagulation and has similar mechanisms of action as hyperthermia. With PDT, a photosensitizing agent is injected at intervals of varying length to assure distribution of the agent followed by laser activation. Three types of lasers are used: carbon dioxide lasers, argon lasers, and neodymium:yttrium-aluminum-garnet (Nd:YAG) lasers. The first two types of lasers are mainly used in skin cancer. Nd:YAG is generally used for tumors in internal organs (i.e. esophagus and colon).
Interstitial laser therapy has been successful in 67% of patients with early breast cancers [31] . It is best suited to invasive ductal cancers 2 cm or less in diameter [130] and in fibroadenomas [133] . The technique also has been used for liver tumors, breast cancers metastatic in the liver [74] and for palliation of advanced breast cancers [2] . Laser therapy has been used for primary and salvage treatment of supraglottic carcinoma [57] . MRI-guided laser ablation was judged to be a promising option for focal treatment of prostatic cancer [1, 16, 29] .
Cryosurgery-This ablative therapy uses freezing to destroy tumors and requires the use of cryosurgical apparatus cooled by a variety of cryogens. Modern technology commonly uses argon as the cryogen, used in apparatus that cools by the Joule-Thomson principle, and features the use of 10 -17 ga. cryoprobes, placed percutaneously into the tumor. Spraying the cryogen on the tissue is commonly done in the treatment of small skin tumors with a hand-held device. Automated equipment is used for application of one or more probes to the tumor and for initiating the flow of the cryogenic agent. As previously discussed, the tissue response to freezing ranges from inflammation to necrosis. Basic cryosurgical technique requires that the tumor be frozen rapidly, thawed slowly and then exposed to a repeated freeze/thaw cycle. A tissue temperature of −40°C should be achieved in the repeated freeze/thaw cycle. The use of imaging techniques is critical to the procedure in providing an image of the advancing ice front. However, sound waves do not penetrate the ice front thereby causing acoustic shadowing distal to the ice front ( Figure 2 ). In the periphery where some cell survival may be expected because of the elevated freeze temperature, apoptosis (and possibly autophagy) contributes to cell death [11] .
In the treatment of cancer of the prostate, the long term disease-free survival for low to moderate risk disease states was about 77% [24] . Cryoablation has been compared favorably with external radiotherapy and brachytherapy [5, 73] . Recently substantial interest is evident for focal or partial prostatic cryotherapy. The stimulus for this is the high incidence of erectile dysfunction after whole gland treatment whether radical prostatectomy or total gland cryosurgery. Cancer of the liver has had extensive usage of cryosurgery. The best results are achieved with small single tumors no larger than 2 −3 cm. Short term results are competitive with RFA [75] . Cryosurgery of kidney tumors yields a survival rate of 98%. RFA is associated with a trend toward a higher recurrence rate [48] . Cryoablation can eliminate breast cancers (1.5 cm. or smaller) if no DCIS exists [108] and may also be used for palliative benefits.
NON-THERMAL ABLATION
Alcohol injection
This method of ablation consists of the percutaneous injection of pure alcohol into the target tissue under image-guidance. The alcohol draws water from the cell, producing dehydration and cell destruction. Multiple injections may be needed, depending upon the size of the tumor [64] . This method has been used for tumors of the liver, kidney, pancreas, thyroid and others. In liver tumors, 2 cm or smaller, the 5 year survival rate was comparable to RFA [101] . Alcohol injection has been used as an adjunct to RFA and in combination with transarterial chemoembolization and with microwave ablation in the treatment of liver tumors [19, 95, 103, 124, 134] . A meta-analysis concluded that RF ablation was superior to percutaneous alcohol injection [43] . Randomized studies comparing this technique with surgical resection have been inconclusive [110] .
Electroporation
Electroporation uses a high energy to produce short high-voltage (1500-3000 V) pulses of DC electric current (25-45A) to enhance the permeability of cell membranes to chemotherapeutic agents [126] . The pulses are delivered to the tissue through needle electrodes of variable length. Pulses of about 100 microseconds create an electrical field that opens the cell membranes by creating nano-sized pores. The membrane can be permanently permeabilized and eventually rupture, killing the cell. The pores can also be short-lived, in which case the membrane recovers. This is known as reversible electroporation. The goal is to permit the entry of drugs or chemical agents. When the molecule delivered to the cell is a chemotherapeutic drug, the process is called electrochemotherapy (ECT).
The chemotherapeutic agents most commonly used are bleomycin and cisplatin. This method may be used to treat cancers of the skin, head and neck, liver, kidney and prostate gland [66, 77, 94] . ECT increases the cytotoxicity of cisplatin without increasing the dosage. At the end of a trial on metastatic breast cancer all patients showed an objective response [102] . Side effects included muscle spasms for the duration of the treatment caused by the electric pulses. Redness and swelling subsided within 4 weeks and there was minimal scarring. Clinical experience is small at present, but the method merits for further investigation.
Radiation therapy
Radiation therapy kills cells by damaging their DNA. The radiation may be delivered from an external source or from radioactive material placed in or near a cancer, which is called brachytherapy. Radiation therapy is most often used as primary therapy with the intent to cure, but it is also used as an adjunct and for palliation. Radiation therapy utilizes free radical producing effects of ionizing radiation to cause cell death. Improvements in providing a radiation dose include 3D conformal radiation therapy, which permits the dosing to match target shape, and intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) which improves dose matching to target with concave shapes.
Radiation therapy is used in many different organs, including the prostate, uterus, brain, lung, breast, urinary bladder and others. When used for selected patients with cancer of the prostate, high rates of local control were reported [30, 82, 140] . When used for early stage lung cancer, the 5 year survival rate was about 11% [80] . A common use is to combine radiation with cytotoxic drug therapy, as has been reported for advanced nasopharyngeal carcinoma [32] and to combine radiation with androgen deprivation in prostate cancer [15] . Radiation injures all dividing cells which leads to co-morbidities like injury, erythema, swelling, local tenderness, ulceration, bleeding, intestinal problems and immunosuppression. Long term effects include fibrosis, vascular angiomas, strictures, chronic infection and secondary malignancy.
DISCUSSION
Surgical excision is the gold standard for most tumors and provides the opportunity to make a thorough histologic examination.
For the percutaneous treatment of small liver tumors, RFA appears to be superior to percutaneous alcohol injection and is the preferred technique used in the United States [3] . Its use in other tumors is not as well developed. In general, focused microwave therapy lacks controlled comparisons with other ablative therapies. Cryosurgery is used in a wide range of benign and malignant diseases. When used for visceral tumors, the technique is competitive with RFA. In the management of kidney tumors, cryosurgery was thought to be somewhat superior to RFA; however, no randomized studies are available. Cryosurgery is well suited to use in cancer of the prostate. In China, the technique has extraordinary wide use in diverse visceral tumors.
Comparing these diverse ablative techniques is difficult for several reasons. Most important is a dearth of randomized studies. Differences in patient and tumor characteristics, staging criteria and lack of standardized treatment procedures make comparison an uncertain task. Protocols for biopsies after ablation and criteria for biochemical recurrence are also not always the same. The use of adjunctive therapy may alter results and affect comparison. The easiest comparison of efficacy of ablative techniques may be between RFA and cryosurgery for liver cancer and kidney cancer, but differences in the selection of patients introduces variations that do not yield to valuable controlled studies. For prostate cancer, improvements in equipment design for HIFU and cryosurgery complicate comparison in studies over many years. Physicians' bias in selection of treatment is a factor also. For these reasons, the comparative results of different reports are difficult to evaluate. When the clinical benefit of treatment is marginal, the risk of side effects becomes more important. Preferred techniques must also meet today's requirements of short hospital stays and cost effectiveness.
DIRECTION
Cryosurgical ablation is an effective safe method of the treatment of selected tumors [5] . The potential for further development of the techniques is good. The use of cryosurgery is largely dependent on image-guided control of freezing the tissue, especially when used percutaneously or laparoscopically. In freezing, care must be taken to use the precise freeze-thaw cycles that have been well defined by past experimental and clinical use. Improvement in clinical results is dependent on the use of adjunctive therapeutic agents to enhance the effect of freezing on the cells. Advances in instrumentation may be expected.
In the treatment of malignant tumors, surgical excision remains the standard of care, but diverse competing ablative techniques have yielded reasonable curative or palliative results. Clinical circumstances, especially the stage of disease, compel alternate choices in therapy and affects controlled clinical comparisons. The dearth of comparative studies hinders evaluation of benefit, so physician bias remains an important factor in choice of treatment.
Unique to cryoablation is the consequential suspension and ultimate disruption of the principle hallmarks or characteristics of cancer (Table 1) that support re-growth and secondary mutation. Tumor progression is dependent on the maintenance of a complex microenvironment composed of discrete supportive cells. It is widely accepted that a freeze insult which provides a nadir temperature of <−40°C will destroy all cells with the cancer cell typically demonstrating a greater level of resistance. For example, endothelial cells are completely destroyed over a temperature range of −15 to −25°C with some cancer cells requiring a lower ablative exposure. This sensitivity differential will, in the more distal regions of the freeze zone, yield a hypoxic zone due to vascular disruption with compromised cell survival due to oxygen and therefore ATP deprivation, waste accumulation and local acidosis. Death of tumor associated fibroblasts, which are also highly freeze sensitive, will deny the microenvironment of essential growth factors required for revascularization, cancer cell growth and re-establishment of a local immune cell population.
Following initial freeze rupture of all cell types, the release of cytokines leads to the recruitment of circulating immune cells and local inflammation. A "cryoimmunologic response" is later [109] which may overcome the local immunosuppressive action of tumor-associated immune cells. With destruction of the tumor microenvironment, surviving cancer cells (if any) are deprived of essential support and lose proliferative, and therefore mutagenic, capabilities. As a result, any surviving cells within the freeze target are likely to undergo delayed or secondary necrosis for a period of days to weeks that is observed histologically as a region of coagulative necrosis. It is the sequence and consequences of three ablative processes (i.e. freeze rupture, apoptosis and necrosis) [105] that uniquely support a prolonged tissue destructive outcome.
SUMMARY
Cryoablation is a well-established therapeutic regime for the treatment of numerous cancers. While often thought of as a simple ablative mechanism relying on primarily physical destruction of cancer cells, cryoablation is now understood to be a sophisticated, combinatorial therapy involving a complex cascade of destructive stresses which include extra-and intracellular ice crystal formation, initial post-thaw necrosis due to partial cellular damage from ice, the activation of a rapid membrane based apoptotic response within the core of a cryogenic lesion, by a delayed mitochondrial-based apoptotic response in the periphery of the iceball due, in part, to severe oxidative stress, secondary necrosis due to hypoxia and then coagulative necrosis due to vascular stasis. Destruction due to physical events is immediate. Freezing based cell stress related physiological-based destruction (apoptosis) occurs over hours to days. Further, the prolonged cytotoxic effects of vascular damage and inflammation may occur over many days to weeks.
While the hallmarks of effective cryoablation are well known (i.e. fast freezing to a lethal nadir temperature, slow thawing, and repetition of the freeze-thaw cycle) the incidence of persistent disease following freezing suggests that application of these principles requires continued investigation and optimization. This has resulted in the exploration of various adjunctive therapeutic strategies (molecular-based therapy) to enhance and assure cancer destruction throughout the entire frozen tissue mass. While research and optimization remain ongoing, today cryoablation is a highly effective and practical means of treating numerous cancers with the long term studies (5 and 10 year follow-up) demonstrating outcomes equivalent to or better than those achieved with other ablative techniques such as RFA and radiation therapy. As a more in-depth understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in cryogenic injury and adjunct therapy evolves, further enhancement of the efficacy of cryosurgical technique is anticipated.
Figure 1. Transrectal Ultrasound Images of a Human Prostate Cryoablation Procedure
Upper Image: Transverse view of prostate illustrating two "ice balls" advancing toward the rectum (bottom of image). The white hyperechoic rim (HER) represents the boundary between frozen (black shadowed area) and unfrozen tissue. Tissue temperature at the distal edge of the HER is nominally 0°C and approximately −15°C along the proximal edge of the HER. The position of the cryoprobe is obscured by the advancing ice. Lower Image: Sagital view the freezing process in the human prostate. Note the position of the cryoprobe shaft projecting from the frozen tissue mass.
Figure 2. Freeze Response Profiles of an Androgen Sensitive and Insensitive Human Prostate Cancer Phenotype
Androgen sensitive LNCaP cells (dotted lines) are a p53 positive and androgen receptor positive prostate cancer phenotype whereas PC-3 cells (solid lines) are p53 negative and androgen receptor negative. The androgen insensitive PC-3 cells have been shown to be more tolerant to freezing injury as illustrated by their recovery following exposure to −25°C and −40°C in comparison to the LNCaP cells which are completely destroyed at those temperatures.
